
ATTACHMENT 4 

TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS 

.Energy’s (Mx) supply and operations team manages and oversees all aspects c 
operational requirements and supply acquisition needs for all of Mx’s current retail 
marketing programs throughout the country. The Mx supply and operations team 
negotiates and contracts with numerous natural gas suppliers to meet its market 
requirements. This includes the acquisition of firm transportation and storage services to 
meet the needs of its retail customers. 

le 

MxEnergy’s supply and operations team has over 50 years of collective experience in all 
facets of supply planning, purchasing, transporting, nominating and scheduling of natural 
gas for delivery, including 

Negotiating and purchasing short and long-term gas supply requirements from major 
suppliers. Mx currently purchases gas from numerous producers and wholesale 
marketers such as, Marathon, Amerada Hess, Duke, Noble, Coral, Dominion and 
others 
Negotiating and acquiring transportation services. Mx is authorized to deliver gas to 
ten (10) utilities in six (6)  states. The Mx team manages storage and transportation 
on six (6) of these systems. The Mx team utilizes pipeline and utility bulletin boards 
for purchase and sale of released capacity, tracking storage volumes, etc. 
Acquires storage. Mx manages storage positions in three (3) states behind four (4) 
utilities. Mx’s staff is familiar with nominating within the injection and withdrawal 
tolerances and ratchets of these storage facilities. 
Nominations and scheduling. Mx nominates gas behind 10 utilities in six states, 
either directly or through its outsourced agent, Quantum Gas Services in Houston, 
TX. 

The Mx staff prepares a seasonal and annual forecast and monthly supply plans in 
addition to handling daily load balancing as well as storage injections and withdrawals 
behind all of these utilities. The team periodically reviews tariff requirements and ensures 
daily compliance with utility demands. Mx staff prepares daily reports of supply needs 
by utility pool and prepares a seasonal schedule of hedging requirements for delivering 
fixed price supply to market areas. 


